
	

 
 
PRESS RELEASE 
 
ISEC7 Group becomes a BlackBerry Workspaces Specialist 
 
Enterprise Mobility Expert to provide Secure File Sharing. 
 
Hamburg, September 18, 2017 – ISEC7 Group (ISEC7) announced today it will become a 
new BlackBerry Workspaces Specialist for Europe. As a BlackBerry Workspaces Specialist, 
ISEC7 can now enable companies to securely access content anytime, anywhere, and file 
share inside and outside their organization. This specialization validates ISEC7’s technical 
competency in BlackBerry Workspaces and the growing Secure Enterprise File Sync & 
Share (EFSS) market.  
 
Marco Gocht, CEO ISEC7 Group, explains: „Companies need to mobilise their data to 
respond to current market requirements. In times of rising cyber attacks and higher IT 
compliance demands, enterprises need to raise their awareness of mobile security issues. 
By becoming the new BlackBerry Workspaces Specialist we can help our customers to 
secure their shared files and content to a higher extent. “ 
 
BlackBerry Workspaces is the leader in EFSS 
BlackBerry Workspaces is the leader in Secure Enterprise File Sync & Share (EFSS). 
What makes BlackBerry Workspaces different from competitive solutions is its file-level 
security. It offers 256-bit file encryption and access controls to ensure that only authorized 
users can access files—even after they leave the network. BlackBerry Workspaces also 
embeds Digital Rights Management (DRM) protection into files, so content remains secure 
and within your control, even after it’s downloaded and shared. With a secure file store and 
the ability to transfer data while maintaining control, employees and IT alike can be 
confident in data sharing and document security.  
 
ISEC7 has been a strategic and global partner for BlackBerry for more than 13 years and 
delivers services, software solutions and support for the BlackBerry mobility platform to 
more than1,300 business customers.  
 
Caption: ISEC7 Group will become a new BlackBerry Workspaces Specialist for Europe. 
 
About ISEC7 Group  
The ISEC7 Group (www.isec7.com) is a global provider of mobile business services and 
software solutions. The company was one of the first movers in mobilising company and 
business processes. Today, ISEC7 has numerous renowned companies and governmental 
organisations as committed customers.  
 



	

The company continually invests in the evaluation and development of new technologies. 
ISEC7 solutions, such as ISEC7 EMM Suite, ISEC7 Mobile Exchange Delegate, ISEC7 Mobility 
for SAP and ISEC7 Mobility Cloud have proven to be ground-breaking in the mobility 
sector. 
The ISEC7 EMM Suite, a comprehensive globally applicable MDM solution, has been 
presented as the “Most Innovative Enterprise Application”. ISEC7 Mobility for SAP allows 
access to SAP backend without the need for additional middleware. The solution ‘ISEC7 
Mobile Exchange Delegate’ ensures mobile access to Microsoft Outlook calendar, email 
and contacts from third parties via BlackBerry, Android or iPhone. ISEC7 Mobility Cloud is 
an innovative and ground-breaking Managed Service for the provision of customised 
Enterprise Mobility infrastructures based on EMM solutions like the ISEC7 EMM Suite, 
BlackBerry, MobileIron, Samsung EMM, Microsoft EMS or Airwatch. 
 
ISEC7 was founded in Hamburg/Germany in 2003. The company operates globally with 
offices in Germany, UK, Spain, Switzerland, USA and Australia. 
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